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Abstract: In the cyclic racking evaluation of curtain wall systems, physical testing with instrumen-
tation is the standard method for collecting performance data by most design professionals. The
resulting testing of full-scale mockups can provide many types of data, including load and dis-
placement values at different stages of loading through failure. While this type of data is valuable
for product/system development/fabrication and design, such data can also provide a means for
simulation validation of the curtain wall cyclic performance under simulated earthquake loading.
Once the simulation study is validated using the test results, then parametric studies by designers
can be conducted with greater ease, ideally with commercial software packages, without the need
for testing. For the results of this research study, a practical industry formulated finite element
modeling (FEM) approach was used to predict the performance of the curtain wall mockups. Here,
unitized four-sided structural sealant glazing (4SSG) curtain wall system mockups that incorporate
a re-entrant corner were subjected to cyclic racking displacements per the American Architectural
Manufacturers Association (AAMA) 501.6 Structural Sealant protocol. System performances, in-
cluding displacements, were obtained from the FEM study and used to calculate the effective shear
strain of the structural silicone and the drift capacity of the system. This paper describes the details
of the techniques developed for FEM, the analysis results, and shows an example application of
the numerical modeling approach for mockups with racking test results available. The goal of this
modeling approach was to create and test methods that practicing consulting engineers can quickly
conduct in their offices on common commercially available software often available to them.

Keywords: finite element modeling; structural sealant; glazing; curtain wall; earthquake simulation testing

1. Introduction

In regards to architectural glass curtain wall systems, there have been several studies
using finite element modeling (FEM), in particular for point-supported glass systems [1–3]
and for curtain wall performance under wind loading and debris impact mitigation [4].
However, a literature review showed few studies focused their FEM simulation inves-
tigations on the racking performance of curtain wall systems [5,6] for seismic loading
response. In Memari et al. [7,8], the curtain wall systems used were dry-glazed and were
modeled using ANSYS software. Limited work has been done to either experimentally
measure or model glass failures caused by edge stresses in contact with mullions [9–11],
but none of these studies considered seismic loading along the edges. An additional model
consideration is that the glazing strength along the edges is a function of how the edges
are finished [12]. For example, depending on whether or not glass panels have cut, ground,
seamed, or polished finish will impact crack initiation during drift due to the flaws of each
finish type, which differ in their severity and distribution [12]. Knowing these contributing
factors, FEM is a challenge to engineers because crack initiation along glass edges is a
function of glass-to-frame contact stresses and glass-edge finish conditions. Experimental
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testing can be used to calculate appropriate glass-panel failure states during design review.
In addition to its aforementioned successful use in predicting the wind resistance of a
given glass panel, FEM has also been used successfully to predict local stresses caused by
wind-borne debris impact in glass [4,13–15], blast loading [16], modal analysis of laminated
glass [17], glass tempering [18,19], and thermal and residual stresses in annealed glass and
other settings for unique loadings [20–22].

1.1. Challenges in Finite-Element Modeling of Curtain Walls

Travis and Carbary [23] developed finite element models for a 4SSG skylight that they
used to predict stresses and strains on a 6 mm by 6 mm (0.24 in by 0.24 in) sealant joints
loaded with negative (uplift) wind pressures. Both 3D and several 2D models were used
in the study, which gave similar results indicating that simplification of sealant joints and
loading is possible without losing accuracy [23]. Weggel and Zapata [24] studied conven-
tional laminated glass curtain walls by adopting both linear elastic and non-linear elastic
modeling techniques under low-level blast loading. Comparisons were made between
dry-glazed and 4SSG [24]. In these studies, the FEM was calibrated to small-amplitude
static and dynamic experimental results. The use of different boundary conditions caused
changes in modal frequencies and the appearance or disappearance of significant response
modes [24]. Both Travis and Carbary [23] and Weggel and Zapata [24] identified that glass
pane dynamic behavior depends on the support conditions.

Memari et al. [7,8,25] are among the very few sources that discuss the use of FEM for
curtain wall systems exposed to simulated seismic loading. The software used for such
works was ANSYS [8]. The curtain wall systems tested were only dry-glazed, not a 4SSG
or two-sided structural sealant glazing (2SSG) configuration that is now more popular with
designers [7,8,25]. In Memari et al. [8], they conducted a pilot study to develop FEM of
architectural glass curtain walls with only a static load being applied. One of the goals of
the study was to predict the seismic drift at which glass cracking and then fallout would
occur. Outside of the glazing portion of the curtain wall, Memari et al. [7] modeled the
aluminum mullions as frame elements, while the glass was modeled as area elements with
a uniform thickness. This approach to frame and area elements was similar to the method
employed in this present study by using SAP2000. In Memari et al. [7], they modeled dry
gaskets resistance around the glazing using link elements in SAP2000.

More recently, Angelides et al. [26] looked into quasi-static load modeling to simu-
late high-strain rates on in-plane loaded laminated glass. Sucuoglu and Vallabhan [27]
attempted to develop a glass failure prediction model based on in-plane glass-plate buck-
ling for dry-glazed architectural glass under seismic-induced, in-plane diagonal forces.
This failure prediction approach is based on the assumption that glass strength is a func-
tion of the combined proximity of tensile stresses and stress-raising flaws on the glass
surface [26,27]. This type of assumption for the developed flexural stress has been used to
develop glass-thickness charts under wind-loading conditions and has been shown to be
a valid assumption for out-of-plane bending failures [9,28]. For very large and thin glass
plates, buckling under in-plane loading could govern the response. However, repeated ob-
servations during in-plane racking tests of glass plate geometries representative of typical
building applications (e.g., [12,29–31]) have shown that glass damage initiates as a result
of glass-to-frame contacts that occur along glass-panel edges in corner regions. The flaw
distribution and intensity along glass edges are more pronounced (because of the conven-
tional edge finishes such as scored and broken in “cut” edges and sand belting in “ground”
edges) compared with that on the face of glass panels [32], and this difference must be
accounted for in glass-failure prediction models. Quaglini et al. [33] looked at cantilevered
glass plates and lites that could have applications in structural and enclosure applications.

Adding to curtain wall modeling research, the structural silicone (SS) portion of the
enclosure is critical in the FEM modeling. Descamps et al. [34] compared the effects of FEM
modeling and more approximate modeling of silicone glazing joint deformations via spring
models to ease computational demand and complexity. Major contributions to the study of
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SS have been investigated by Drass and Kraus [35] and Drass et al. [36], who provide details
into the complexity of modeling the non-linear behavior of the SS. Complexities arise due
to SS being non-linear in terms of stiffness [36], having time-dependent loading properties
that can creep over their life span [37,38], and how it responds to loading, but also in that it
changes volumetrically, which makes the selection of the elements challenging [35,39].

In 2016, ASTM [40] published the analytical method allowing commercially available
finite-element analysis software to determine stresses and deflections in glass lites. As re-
ported by [41], the analytical method [40] does not provide specific modeling guidance to
ensure that the results from a finite-element analysis match similar results obtained from
the chart-based method [42]. More recently, researchers have been working on developing
modeling techniques for glass utilizing a non-linear finite-element model to determine
the probability of breakage for selected flat rectangular glass panels [41] as well as oddly
shaped panels [43]. The results of their analyses compare favorably with values in model
building codes and standards.

1.2. Research Contributions to FEM of Curtain Walls

The focused objective of this study stemmed from a larger study by Simmons [44] and
Memari et al. [45] that looked at four-sided structural sealant glazing (4SSG) curtain wall
system performances in seismic regions. This sub-part to the larger study, as presented
in this paper, was to develop an FEM analysis technique based on a full-scale mockup
testing experimental data in order to calibrate the FEM [44,46]. In particular, it was of
interest to evaluate the translations and rotations of the glass relative to the frame and
to numerically determine critical stresses and strains that will lead to sealant failure or
glass-to-glass contact.

The developed FEM approach was to simulate how professional structural engineers
or curtain wall designers at firms might go about modeling curtain walls and to provide
techniques that are reasonably accurate. The information presented in this paper is useful
in developing a better understanding of the behavior of four-sided structural sealant
glazing (4SSG) curtain wall systems for seismic design. The benefit of such an outcome
will be to avoid a trial and error method of designing a 4SSG curtain wall system but
without spending significant time in developing a highly detailed and complex FEM model.
This is significant since the American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA)
501.6 testing process takes time and consumes resources, and many design professionals
do not have detailed FEM software (such as ANASYS) available to them or have never
used such programs.

2. Test Setup and Specimen Assembly

Within the larger study, the presented research is a part of [44]. Physical testing of
curtain wall mockups is key to developing FEM techniques. This paper summarizes a
portion of the physical testing that is detailed in [44,45], such that the analytical component
has proper context. The following is a highlighted summary from the physical test focusing
on the constants, variables, test setup, and testing observations [44].

Two sets of identical mockups were tested in this study (Figures 1 and 2); they are
referred to here as mockups B and C. Both mockups were constructed with glazing attached
to aluminum mullions with Dow Corning 983 Structural Glazing Sealant. Key mockup
dimensions are shown in Figure 2. The primary difference between Mockups B and C
is the boundary conditions, with Mockup B having conventional stick-built boundary
conditions, while Mockup C was similar to Mockup B but allowed vertical-slip. Given
these slight differences, Mockup B resembled a more pure-racking behavior, whereas
Mockup C allowed the panels to slip vertically past each other.
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Figure 1. BECRL Racking Test Facility with a Mounted Mockup.

Figure 2. Layout of panels of a 4SSG curtain wall system. (a) Elevation views of the panels; (b) plan view of the panels
(note that 1 in = 25.4 mm).

Mockups were tested according to the displacement-controlled racking protocol
recommended in AAMA 501.6 [47]. AAMA 501.6 is characterized by monotonically
increasing-amplitude sinusoidal drift cycles that determine the serviceability and ultimate
drift limits for architectural glass components subjected to cyclic, in-plane racking dis-
placements [30,31,48]. The “stepwise” test method of AAMA 501.6 requires a series of
alternating “ramp up”, “constant amplitude”, and “ramp down” intervals, each comprised
of four sinusoidal cycles where each step increases by 1/4 in (6.4 mm) increments.

In this research study, the racking was stopped after each 1/4 in (6.4 mm) step for
inspection of any structural sealant damage. Additionally, Figure 3 depicts both the positive
and negative drift amplitudes imposed on the mockup during the sixth cycle (as labeled
as C6.25 and C6.75). These two points indicate the targeted moments to study in the
video analysis [49]. Due to cost, each mockup was tested several times but only after
it was deemed applicable for follow-up tests if it had not sustained significant damage.
Table 1 provides a summary of each mockup and its varied boundary conditions that
were adopted.
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Figure 3. Dynamic racking drift vs. time plot at Step 12 (Modeled after AAMA 501.6 [47]) (note that
1 in = 25.4 mm).

Table 1. Physical experiment testing matrix for boundary conditions and connections [44].

Mockup Test # Boundary Condition Upper Connection Lower Connection

B 1 Sway Two separate bolts with angles No connection

B 2 Racking Two separate bolts with angles One bolt with two angles (one on each side)

C 1 Sway Two separate bolts with angles No connection

C 2 Racking with vert slip Two separate bolts with angles Two angles (one on each side, no bolt)

Each mockup was first tested with a unitized sway condition (Table 1). After assessing
the damage conditions of both Mockup B and Mockup C, both were determined to be
in acceptable condition for more testing. After Mockup B was tested with a stick-built
boundary condition, it was then tested with the stick-built-with-vertical-slip condition.
Observed mockup failure modes are defined similarly to those in Memari et al. [12,25,30]
for consistency.

3. Finite Element Model Generation

In general, finite element modeling can be used to develop the prediction of the re-
sponse, e.g., stresses and strains of the glazing system under applicable loading conditions.
Such modeling needs to be validated, preferably using testing results. Once the modeling
can reasonably predict critical response parameters, the approach can be an affordable
alternative to full-scale testing. In particular, it can be used for the parametric study where
key parameters can be varied toward reaching the desirable design.

Careful development of the models as part of this FEM study in curtain wall per-
formance was critical. Two objectives drove the modeling criteria, selection of software,
approximations, and techniques used. The first was to have a numerical modeling approach
for mockups with racking test results available that closely align in terms of performance.
The second was to create and test methods that practicing consulting engineers can quickly
conduct in their offices on common commercially available software often available to
them. In this Section 3 and the following Section 4, we discuss the details of the model
developed in this study, including the selection of element types and input values for the
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FEM. The study presented here follows such a general objective in addition to providing a
practical technique using a ubiquitous software.

Validation of the computer model was done along with the development by comparing
the performance of key attributes of the curtain wall mockup performance. These attributes
included: drift of the mockups, the shear strain in the SS, rotation of the glass panes and
mullions, and lastly, the load vs. displacement performance.

3.1. Software Selection and Capabilities

For this study, SAP2000 was used to develop an FEM similar to what curtain wall
designers might utilize. Advanced FEM software such as ABAQUS and ANSYS were
not adopted as they are rarely used by most industry professionals for new curtain wall
design. While they have been used for research [15,16,22,35,39], Memari et al. [7,8] found
that commercial software SAP2000 can be equally comparable in most performance levels
of curtain walls under loading. Additionally, SAP has a low boundary to learn with both
linear and non-linear capabilities and can be more directly integrated into the full building
design [50].

Due to the complexity of curtain wall systems, including 4SSG configurations, FEM
models of curtain walls were created in multiple stages. These stages include (1) a large full
picture model of the curtain wall with basic boundary conditions and materials, (2) a model
with the added complexity of material behavior and applied loading, and lastly (when
applicable) (3) a sub-model of individual behaviors in great detail localized to an area.
For this research study, stages one and two were done with SAP, whereas ABAQUS and
ANSYS can be used for a stage three simulation.

FEM models in this research were created using a combination of frame, area, and
link elements within SAP2000 that follows simplified assumptions to more accurate mod-
eling for three distinct models [44]. Table 2 describes different elements used for each
major material, some key underlying assumptions of the elements according to CSI and
SAP2000 [50], and lastly, parameters that can be adjusted by the modelers when making
the models for this study. Along with the element behavior, SAP2000 permits modelers
to adjust properties and behaviors through property modifications. The most common
application of these properties is to adjust the stiffness of an element. Additionally, different
constraints can be applied to elements and nodes to mimic certain behaviors, such as the
diaphragm constraint that allows elements to rotate and translate but not deform.

Table 2. SAP Elements utilized in the finite element modeling from [based on [50]].

Element Type Usage in This Study SAP Details and Assumptions Element Adjustable Variables

Multi-Linear Link Structural Silicone

Special element that constrains and
links behavior of different types
that can turn off at targets or
constrain behavior.

• Input of force [lb] vs.
displacement [in] for each
translation direction

• Input of moment [lb-in] vs.
rotation [rad] for each
rotational direction

Area Element
(Shell Formulation) Structural Silicone Shell-layered/nonlinear.

• Each layer for linear and
non-linear behavior,
hysteresis behaviors.

• Longitudinal shear and
transverse shear.

• Flexure and axial in
each direction.
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Table 2. Cont.

Element Type Usage in This Study SAP Details and Assumptions Element Adjustable Variables

Area Element
(Shell Formulation) Glass Pane

A 4-node quadrilateral area element
utilizing 2-by-2 Gauss integration
points with a thick shell formulation.

• 3 nodes that record moment,
membrane action, axial,
and shear.

• 10 property modifiers.

Diaphragm Constraint Glass Pane
Rigidly constrains nodes to only
translate and rotate but not
relatively deform.

• NA

Frame Elements Aluminum Transoms
and Mullions

General, three-dimensional,
beam-column formulation, which
includes the effects of bi-axial
bending, torsion, axial deformation,
and bi-axial shear deformations.

• 12 degrees of freedom and
8 property modifiers

Note: SAP nomenclature comes from the software documentation manual [50].

Based on the physical testing of the curtain wall mockups, as recorded by
Memari et al. [45,49], and in conjunction with findings presented by Memari et al. [7,51],
the model utilized linear behavior elements that were either single behavior linear or multi-
staged linear elements (set to change linear behavior at pre-set values). While aluminum
and structural silicone (SS) can behave both linearly or non-linearly, testing has shown that
for typical performance levels in seismic applications, linear behavior is acceptable before
other, more critical, safety failures occur to the building.

3.2. Model Configurations

Due to the complexity of 4SSG glazing curtain wall systems, the FEM used in this
study was developed in several key stages. The process of development followed: first,
the individual elements were modeled exclusively; second, by portions of the system; and
finally, the third step was the entire system being modeled. As a result of this refinement
process, three models were generated. They are (Figure 4a–c): (1) a single-panel curtain
wall, (2) a three-panel curtain wall, and lastly (3) a three-panel curtain wall perpendicular
(re-entrant corner) panel. To properly consider this system in the model, the stiffness of the
system was verified to be consistent with prior studies. In this context, stiffness refers to
the required applied load to achieve a unit lateral displacement, which will vary with each
of the three models because of different mockup properties such as geometry, size, mullion
cross-section, and structural silicone (SS) properties and dimensions.

The single-panel curtain wall (Figure 4a) was first created based on the physically-
tested mockup design. This panel consists of three glass panes where the model only
applied the stick-built support conditions. In addition, the stiffness of this model should
be about one-third of a model that features three panels that utilized the verified method
discussed from testing (e.g., for this study, the results of Memari et al. [45] were used).

The three-panel curtain wall (Figure 4b) was modeled second and was based on the
physically-tested mockup design. Each panel in this configuration has three glass panes
that are in the plane of the racking. The vertical mullions were all continuous, but the
horizontal transoms were not continuous and were instead discrete between vertical
mullions. Depending on connectivity, horizontal transoms may be modeled as having a pin
connection or parity fixity. First, the model was built with stick-built support conditions,
where the stiffness of the system was verified as reasonably consistent compared to prior
studies (e.g., Memari et al. [7]). Specifically for this model, the stiffness was reasonably close
to the hysteresis data from the physical testing; if this was not the case, the model would
have needed to be modified. Next, this three-panel model was adjusted to have vertical
slip support conditions. This modification required another verification and modification
of the model to ensure the stiffness of the system was reasonably close to the hysteresis
data from the physical testing.
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Figure 4. Panel configuration of frame and glass (frame = dashed lines, glass panes = solid lines). (a) Single panel model;
(b) planer 3 panel model; (c) reentrant corner 3 panel model.

The complete 4SSG system, which consisted of three planar panels and one perpen-
dicular panel, was created last and is represented in Figure 4c. To create this model, first,
the unitized sway support condition was modeled, considering two comparisons along
the way. The first is comparing the stiffness of the system with the hysteresis data from
the physical testing, and the second is by comparing the movement of the glass pane
corners relative to the frame from the video analysis. After the unitized sway modeling
was validated, the stick-built support condition was then modeled within the configuration.
Again, two verifications were considered based on the above approach to ensure accurate
modeling. The last phase of Model 3 generation was the inclusion of the stick-built with
vertical-slip-support condition. Here, similar validations for both the stiffness of the system
with the hysteresis data from the physical testing and the movement of the glass pane
corners relative to the frame from the video analysis were considered.

The boundary conditions assigned to the FEM are the only distinction between mock-
ups MB_T1, MB_T2, MC_T1, and MC_T2. Figure 5 shows the location of support points
(R# indicates the support point number at locations shown). Table 3 shows the direction(s)
in which each support point was restrained for each of the mockups tested. Thus, for the
MB_T1 and MC_T1 mockups (Unitized with Sway), supports R1 to R5 were not restrained
in the X and Z directions, only in the Y direction. For mockup MC_T2 (rack with vertical
slip), these support points R1 to R5 were restrained in both the X and Y directions and not
Z. Furthermore, as shown in Table 3, support points R9 through R17 are the same for each
test, but the support points R1 through R8 varied (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. 3D Mockup perspective view of restraint locations (when applicable) and support points.

Table 3. Restrained Translation DOF’s as defined in SAP2000 FEM for each test.

Support Point Number

Restrained DOF Direction

MB_T1 and MC_T1 MC_T2 MB_T2

Unitized Sway Rack with
Vertical Slip Rack

R1 to R5 Y X, Y X, Y, Z

R6 Y Y X, Y, Z

R7 to R8 None None X, Y, Z

R9 to R16 X, Y, Z X, Y, Z X, Y, Z

R17 X, Y, Z restrained

A uniform displacement was assigned to support points R9 through R16 in the
X-direction. It may seem counter-intuitive for the points R9 through R17 to put limits
in the X-direction movement and have an assigned displacement for the X-displacement.
However, SAP2000 allows modeling such that an assigned displacement to a node is only
considered if that node is restrained in the direction of the displacement. The results of the
analysis provide the reactions at each of the support points for the restrained DOF’s. These
reaction forces at support points R9 through R17 have been considered equally as applied
loads to the system rather than the reactions caused by the applied displacement. Thus, the
same results are calculated if the reactions at support points R9 through R17 are applied
as loads at their respective locations, and the UX DOF is released for support points R9
through R17 such that only UY and UZ DOF’s are restrained.

A 2D model was sufficient when the SS materials were modeled as link elements, and
all the panels were in-plane with the racking. Otherwise, a 3D model was needed if the SS
elements chosen were solid objects/elements and/or the re-entrant corner was included.
Both a 2D and a 3D model allow for the elements to be offset in the out-of-plane direction
for better representation of overall behavior. For example, the plane of the glass elements
can be offset from the plane of the aluminum frame elements by about half the mullion
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or transom depth. The index clips were modeled as constraints in the X-direction and
Y-direction, but not in the Z-direction (vertical), on nodes adjacent to each other on the
frame elements for the intermediate mullions.

3.3. Materials in the Model

To construct the model, material properties needed to be determined from manu-
facturer data and/or from experimental tests of samples [34,42]. The utilized material
input values for the structural silicone, glass, and aluminum mullions are summarized in
Tables 4–6. These tables served as a reference when defining the elements and sections in
SAP2000 for each model [44,51].

Table 4. Materials Properties in the FEM.

Properties
Material Type

Aluminum Glass Structural Silicone

Young’s Modulus of Elasticity (E) [ksi (MPa)] 10,000 (6.89 × 104) 1050 (7.24 × 103) 0.212 (1.46)

Poisson ratio 0.33 0.25 0.495

Shear Modulus (G) [ksi (MPa)] 3762 (2.59 × 104) 418 (2.28 × 103) 0.071 (0.49)

Aluminum Alloy Designation 6061-T6 N/A N/A

Compressive Yield Strength (Fcy) [ksi (MPa)] 35 (241.3) N/A N/A

Tensile Yield Strength (Fty) [ksi (MPa)] 35 (241.3) N/A N/A

Tensile Ultimate Strength (Ftu) [ksi (MPa)] 38 (262.0) N/A N/A

Shear Ultimate Strength (Fsu) [ksi (MPa)] 24 (165.5) N/A N/A

In exploring the materials, structural silicone is the most unique material to define.
This is evidenced by the tension and shear data for the structural silicone plotted in Figure 6.
This plot shows that the tension SS modulus of elasticity (E) is non-linear through 26%
strain, but it becomes linear beyond that. The data is based on a more detailed figure in
reference [45]. The initial E value from the data is about 400 psi (2.76 MPa). However, the
same sealant type, DOW-983 SGS, was described as having an E of 486 psi (3.35 MPa) [44].
The shear modulus of elasticity (G) was rather linear up to the point of ultimate failure at
200% strain. Figure 6′s shear data of DOW-983 SGS shows that G = 71 psi (0.49 MPa) and
also is further confirmed and reported in Memari et al. [45]. Typically, the data obtained
from tension tests (ASTM C1135 [52]) and shear tests (ASTM C961 [53] or ICBO AC45 [54])
are presented as plots of strain [%] vs. stress [psi or MPa] based on experimental tests. The
known SS data was first converted into values applicable for FEM inputs with SAP2000.
The interface of SAP2000 requires a slightly different input approach depending on the
type of element to be used. For this study, an effective structural sealant E was defined so
that SAP2000 would calculate the structural sealant G of 71 psi (0.49 MPa).

Table 5. Properties assigned to the FEM frame elements.

Properties Edge Mullion Split Mullion Transom

Frame Section Type Tube Tube Tube

Material Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum

Outside depth (t3) 3 in (76.20 mm) 1 in (25.40 mm) 3 in (76.20 mm)

Outside width (t2) 5.1875 in (131.70 mm) 5.1875 in (131.70 mm) 5.5 in (139.70 mm)

Flange thickness (tf) 0.125 in (3.18 mm) 0.125 in (3.18 mm) 0.125 in (3.18 mm)

Web thickness (tf) 0.1875 in (4.76 mm) 0.1875 in (4.76 mm) 0.125 in (3.18 mm)

Property modifiers none None none
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Table 6. Properties assigned to the FEM shell elements.

Properties Structural Sealant
along Transoms

Structural Sealant
along Mullions Glass

Element type Shell-thick Shell-thick Shell-thick

Material Angle 0 0 0

Membrane thickness in (mm) 0.5625 (14.29) 0.5625 (14.29) 0.5 (12.70)

Bending thickness in (mm) 0.5625 (14.29) 0.5625 (14.29) 0.5 (12.70)

Property Modifiers *

Membrane f12 0.9091 0.9091 1

Shear v13 1 1.2 1

Shear v23 1.2 1 1

All other modifiers 1 1 1

Note: * Property modifiers are adjustments to behavior and correspond in this study to SAP2000′s notation.

Figure 6. Plot of the tension and shear stress-strain data for the structural silicone of the mockup of
this research (note that 1 in = 25.4 mm).

4. Creating the Finite Element Model of the Mockups

The components of the 4SSG curtain wall system were modeled in the FEM as follows:
(a) the aluminum frame consisting of transoms and mullions as frame elements, (b) structural
sealant as area element type shell-thick, and (c) glass as either an area element type shell-
thick or as sets of diaphragm constraints applied to the nodes of the structural sealant
that are shared with the glass. The element type that is critical in this modeling is the
area element, which can be used to model a membrane, plate, or shell depending on the
dominating deformation mode.

Here, we will discuss the options and reasoning for the selection of specific element
types, input values, and sample calculations to convert SS material data into input values.
Figure 7a shows the area element used for SS when oriented along the transom, while
Figure 7b–d illustrate the position and orientation of transverse and longitudinal shear.
The FEM model described in Memari et al. [7,8] modeled the aluminum frame as a frame
element with properties E = 10,000 ksi (69,000,000 kPa) and a Poisson ratio of 0.33. In this
study, the 4SSG curtain wall system poses a modeling issue with the intermediate transom.
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Figure 8 shows the intermediate horizontal detail of the mockup, which includes the
transom. Each transom has two strips of SS attached to it, in which one strip is for an upper
glass pane, and the other is for a lower glass pane. Thus, the representation of the transom
must interface with two strips of area elements without the area elements interacting with
each other directly. This issue does not occur with the mullion because the intermediate
stack joint is a split-mullion design, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 7. SAP2000 shell element properties and directions. (a) 3D representation segment of SS along
a horizontal transom; (b) membrane forces; (c) bending forces; (d) shear forces.

4.1. Parametric Model (A–C) Development and Composition

All three models (A–C) were considered as a proper interface of transom and SS by
taking into account how the SS interacts with the glass and frame elements. Model A uses
a single frame element to represent the transom, while the SS is modeled with area element
(shell formulation), and the glass is modeled as a diaphragm constraint that mimics an
area element’s programmable infinite modulus of elasticity (E). Model A’s representation is
depicted in Figure 10. Here, one node of the SS is moved to the centerline of the transom,
and the other node is at a distance equal to the thickness of the SS. The links are drawn
in opposite directions so that the area element of one strip of SS does not directly affect
the other area elements. A drawback to Model A is that with the out-of-plane forces
being transferred from the Row 2 glass panes above, it may counteract with the out-of-
plane forces transferred from the Rows 1 and 3 glass panes. The out-of-plane forces were
determined to be negligible when comparing results to the physical test. However, prior to
this discovery, Model B (Figure 11) was developed so that all of the glass panes could be
modeled on the same side offset from the frame element.
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Figure 8. Curtain wall intermediate horizontal detail.

Figure 9. Curtain wall stack mullion detail.

Figure 10. Idealized representation of FEM Model A.
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Figure 11. Idealized representation of FEM Model B.

Model B (Figure 11) utilizes two frame elements to represent a single transom. Here,
the axial, shear, and flexural stiffness of each frame element was reduced by half so that
the summation of the two element’s properties would represent the single transom. Equal
constraints [50,51] were applied along the frame element linking programmed constraints
so that both frame elements would have the same response characteristics. The distance
between the frame elements was set to 1/2 in (12.70 mm), which represented the vertical
gap between the glass panes. This distance was selected so that the size of the gap between
the edges of the glass would be the same for the physical mockup and the FEM. As a result
of this gap, glass-to-glass contact could be determined from the FEM by visual inspection
of the deformed shape of the mockup. This gap in the model proves to have an advantage
over Model A, which requires the user to read the displacement values of the glass pane
corners, then calculate the relative movement, and compare it to the 1/2 in (12.70 mm)
vertical gap between the glass panes. The horizontal distance between panels was drawn
in the FEM as 3/4 in (19.05 mm) so that the horizontal distance between glass panes was
3/4 in (19.05 mm) for the same reason.

Model B’s disadvantage is that with any difference in the axial force from the transom
formulation (two frame elements), the mullion would cause a localized effect similar to a
moment connection between it and the transom. However, the connection of the transom
to the mullion closely represents a pin connection.

For Model C (Figure 12), this model was formulated based on the transom modeled
as an area element instead (with shell formulation) of a frame element. The purpose of
this model configuration was to have the glass elements be offset to the same side of the
representation of the transom (as in Model B) but to only use one element to represent
the transom (as in Model A) for a clearer interpretation of the results. An issue with
the development of Model C was that the area element was not capable of having or
mimicking a hollow section (with the properties assigned) to match the transom cross-
sectional behavior. This results in a behavior of the element that is dramatically different
from the actual transom. Various attempts were made to determine and assign property
modifiers to the area element to obtain similar results as the frame element. At the end
of the parametric investigation, these attempts were unsuccessful, and thus Model C
was discarded.
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Figure 12. Idealized representation of FEM Model C.

Based on the preliminary analysis results of Models A, B, and C, Model A was
primarily utilized for the comparison of FEM to the physical testing discussed later. This
selection of Model A was the most appropriate based on its reasonable results compared to
test results. Other comparisons between Model A and B will be discussed in the Results
and Discussion of this paper for takeaways for future modelers.

In moving to the glazing portion of the model, several methods were parametrically
considered [44]. The two main methods for glass modeling were considered: (1) either
direct modeling or (2) simulated interaction via constraint modeling. Glazing Method 1
implements shell elements, while Glazing Method 2 removes the shell elements replaces
the panel behavior via a diaphragm constraint applied to nodes that the glass shell element
had previously shared with aluminum mullion elements. SAP2000’s diaphragm constraint
approach causes all of its constrained joints to move together as a planar diaphragm that
is rigid against membrane (in-plane) deformation [50]. Nodes constrained or bound to
the assigned diaphragm constraint behave as if they were connected with a rigid plate
that allows for translation and rotation but exhibits no shear or axial flexural deformations.
Such an assumption can be appropriate for IGUs since the glass effectively acts as a rigid
shell relative to the SS, considering the modulus of elasticity of glass is about 5000 times
that of the SS [44,51].

Based on this, the diaphragm constraint option was considered an equally valid
technique for modeling the glass in this study and was utilized moving forward. The glass
was primarily modeled as a diaphragm constraint, but in some instances, was modeled
as a shell element to check and ensure both models give similar results. The diaphragm
constraint’s main advantage is that it does not use a mesh, thus, eliminating the step
of determining a mesh size and checking the mesh for compatibility with surrounding
elements. Conversely, the diaphragm constraint’s disadvantage is it does not show the
transfer of forces or the stress distribution that a mesh shell element can provide.

Memari et al.’s [7] FEM research modeled the glass as an area element type shell with
properties of E = 10,400 ksi (72,000,000 kPa) and a Poisson ratio of 0.25. These values
were determined from 1 in (25.40 mm) Insulting Glass Units (IGU), made up of a 1/4 in
(6.35 mm) glass pane, 1/2 in (12.70 mm) air space, and another 1/4 in (6.35 mm) glass
pane. The observed modeling difference between shell elements and diaphragm constraint
applications in this study when applying an applied load for a required 2 in (50.80 mm)
displacement of the mockup was less than 4%. As the goal was for global behavior of the
curtain wall, this limitation was acceptable given the small difference in results.
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As mentioned in the literature review cited papers [35–39], modeling structural sil-
icone can be a challenge due to its non-linear traits after certain loading. Due to the
nonlinearity and the level of modeling typically conducted by structural engineers and
façade designers [55], simplifications were made on the type of model elements. While
volumetric elements are ideal, this study modeled the SS through a “shell-thick” element
formulation [50] because it combines membrane shear to represent the longitudinal shear
and plate shear to represent the transverse shear. The main drawback to modeling the SS
with the shell-thick element is that only the linear material data can be used. Since the
shear behavior is linear, the user must check the shear strains of the SS elements to ensure
that the maximum shear strain of 190% has not been exceeded.

The SS physical properties are classified as isotropic; thus, it makes sense to define the
FEM material for the SS as isotropic as well. The shear behavior of the area element with an
isotropic material was calculated by SAP2000 [50] from the value of E using Equation (1).
The primary deformation of the SS under the AAMA 501.6 [47] testing protocol is transverse
shear and longitudinal shear. Thus, it is more important to have the shear behavior correct
over the tension behavior. It was considered appropriate to calculate an effective modulus
of elasticity, Eeffective, which would lead to SAP2000 to calculate the correction value of the
shear modulus of elasticity, G = 71 psi (0.49 MPa). Eeffective was calculated using Equation (2),
which is simply Equation (1) rearranged.

G =
E

2(1 + ϑ)
(1)

Ee f f ective = G× 2× (1 + ϑ) = 71psi× 2× (1 + 0.495) = 212.29psi (1463.7kPA) (2)

Property modifiers are coefficients that are multiplied with the gross stiffness to obtain
the effective stiffness. For an area element, there are eight property modifiers (one per each
deformation direction), as shown in Figure 7b–d.

4.2. Example of FEM Development with Property Modifiers

The following is an example of how the property modifier values were determined
for the FEM of the 4SSG curtain wall system. The calculation of the effective shear stiffness
is shown as Equation (3) for an area element of material type “concrete” or “other”. This is
based on the classic equation for the shear stiffness of a concrete member, where the shear
area is taken as the gross shear area divided by a 1.2 factor. It does not seem necessary for
the shear stiffness of the SS to include this 1.2 factor, which is an internal calculation of
SAP2000 [50]. However, the material property was left as “other”, and the 1.2 factor was
counteracted with a property modifier. This was achieved by modeling a coupon of the SS
with dimensions: thickness = joint width = length = 1 in (25.40 mm). The theoretical shear
stiffness would be according to Equation (4) without the 1.2 factor.

SAP2000 Shear stiffness is :
AsG

L
=

AgG
1.2L

=
bLtrib
1.2L

× G =
bLtrib
1.2L

× E
2(1 + ϑ)

(3)

Theoretical Shear stiffness is :
bLtrib

L
× E

2(1 + ϑ)
=

1′′(1′′)
1′′

× 119.7psi (825.3kPa) (4)

This element also incorporates deformation due to plate bending, which is not in-
corporated into Equation (3). The deformation due to plate bending can be mitigated by
changing the property modifier for plate bending, m22, from 1 to 106. Without changing
any of the other property modifiers, the results from SAP2000 are 1.20 in (30.48 mm) due to
transverse shear and 0.91 in (23.11 mm) due to longitudinal shear. It was observed that
transverse shear was approximately the same as the 1.00 in (25.40 mm), i.e., the theoretical
value times the 1.2 factor from Equation (3) used by SAP2000. Thus, changing the property
modifier for plate shear, v23 from 1 to 1.2, will lead to SAP2000 resulting in the value of
1.00 in (25.40 mm) for the theoretical displacement in transverse shear. However, this is not
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also the case for the longitudinal shear, which implies that a slightly different factor such
as 0.9 instead of 1.2 should be used. Alternatively, another coefficient such as 0.75 could
be incorporated, which would result in 0.75×1.2 = 0.9. To achieve the theoretical solution
with SAP2000, the property modifier for membrane shear (f12) was changed from 1 to 0.91.
Table 7 summarizes all the property modifiers determined for the shell elements used. The
modifiers m11 and m22 and the modifiers v13 and v23 swap due to the rotation orientation
of the elements along the mullion and transoms. The FEM of the entire 4SSG curtain wall
system of this research with these property modifiers was 4.2% less stiff than the FEM with
these property modifiers all set to one.

Table 7. Property modifiers assigned to the area elements representing the SS (see Figure 7 for directions).

Property Modifier
According to SAP2000

SS along Mullion
(% of Base Value)

SS along Transom
(% of Base Value)

Membrane f11 1 1

Membrane f22 1 1

Membrane Shear f12 0.91 0.91

Plate Bending m11 1 1

Plate Bending m22 1 1

Plate Bending m12 1 1

Plate Shear v13 1.2 1

Plate Shear v23 1 1.2

Figure 13 shows the SAP2000 sketch of the detail of the joint between P7, P8, P4, and
P5 identified in Figure 5. This detail shows the meshing of the area elements, which is
set to be 2.00 in (50.80 mm) or less, and also shows that the mockup of this research has
a different thickness for the SS along the mullion than the SS along the transom. The SS
was meshed such that at each corner, the SS along the mullion shared only one node with
the SS along the transom. The SS along the mullion could have been meshed through its
thickness so that two nodes were shared. However, this is detrimental to the use of the
diaphragm constraint representing the glass. The SS was not meshed through its thickness
for the original models. Note that the common node shared is in the plane of the frame
elements representing the mullions and transoms. In reality, this common node is shared
in the plane of the glass surface that interfaces with the SS. This switch was made for the
convenience of simplifying the model.

The diaphragm constraint functions the same way regardless of the offset (Y-direction)
between the nodes. If the configuration was switched so that the common node was shared
at the plane of the glass surface, then one of three alterations would be necessary:

1. Option 1 would be to move the transom frame element to share nodes with the area
elements. Here, the mullion frame element is no longer connected with the transom
frame element. Due to this, the modeler can compensate for the lack of connection
by drawing another frame element with rigid stiffness (axial, shear, and flexure)
properties along the length of the Y-direction offset of 1/4 in (6.35 mm). This has been
tried and had varying results.

2. Option 2 would be to keep the transom and mullion elements in the same plane.
Here, the modeled SS thickness would be increased from 5/16 in (7.94 mm) to 9/16 in
(14.29 mm) so that it would then share nodes with the frame and the glass. However,
increasing the drawn thickness of the area element will decrease its effective stiffness.

3. Option 3 implements Option 2, but now property modifiers are computed
(9/5 = (9/16)/(5/16)) on the SS along the transom then applied, thus, modifying the
modulus of elasticity (E) to be 9/5 larger. The 9/5 modifier was not applied to the
SS material value along the mullion. Option 3 also keeps the transom and mullion
elements in the same plane.
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Figure 13. 3D perspective view of SAP2000 FEM for the mockup of this research (close-up of
intersection of transoms with the mullions).

Options 1 and 3 presented above could also be achieved by a combination of differ-
ent types of “constraints” applied to the nodes if SAP2000 is utilized [50,51]. However,
constraints are more advanced features of FEM, and they do not directly show how forces
and displacements are transferred. The excessive use of constraints is not recommended,
since the purpose of developing the FEM technique is for its use by practicing engineers,
and thus should be as simplified and user-friendly as possible. The selected representation
of the change in SS thickness in the FEM for this study (as shown in Figure 13) with the
common node in the plane of the frame element does not encounter any such additional
problems or require additional elements or constraints. However, this modeling choice
depends on the use of the diaphragm constraint to represent the glass. The constrained
nodes along the transom are not co-planar with the nodes along the mullion.

5. FEM Results on the Approximation of the Re-Entrant Corner

As many research studies have used planer curtain wall tests [4,12,25,29,30], the
behavior of the re-entrant corner in this study was unknown prior to this research due to
several variables, including (1) the resistance of the aluminum channel, (2) the interface of
the two dissimilar materials, and (3) the gasket and the tape down of the re-entrant corner.
This section of the paper describes these unknowns, followed by how the resistance was
approximated using link elements [50] in the FEM, which were calibrated based on the
unitized sway condition test data [44,45].

The resistance of the aluminum channel holding the wall to the testing frame can be as-
sumed to be the flexure resistance of the flange. However, the height at which the transom
makes contact with the channel varies throughout the test due to a lack of vertical restric-
tion (Z-direction) at the bottom of the panels for the unitized sway condition (Figure 14).
Figure 14a,b shows the re-entrant corner with Panel 4 removed, which allows for a view
of how Panel 3 (parallel to testing) fits inside during the test. The other complication of
the re-entrant corner is that the deformation of the channel is significantly greater at the
re-entrant corner than anywhere along Panel 4 (perpendicular to testing). All panels (1–4)
initially have a small clearance from the bottom of the channel. However, during testing,
the panels tend to rotate and sometimes make contact at one end and slightly pivot about
the channel.
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Figure 14. Channel of Panel 4 with representations of Panel 3 movement (a) initial position;
(b) unitized sway boundary displaced position.

A previous FEM that did not model Panel 4 only needed to analyze DOFs for transla-
tion in the X and Z directions and rotation about the Y direction. Since this rotation is about
the Z-direction, this DOF had to be analyzed as well. It was assumed that for increased
accuracy, the FEM should consider all six DOFs (X, Y, and Z translation and X, Y, and Z
rotation). As previously discussed during the testing of the mockups with the unitized
sway condition, the only assumed restraint for curtain wall application in the X-direction
along the bottom of the mockup was at support R17. The load vs. displacement hysteresis
data from the sum of the upper and lower tubes from MC_T1 was used to approximate the
behavior at support R17.

The sum of the upper and lower tubes was preferred over the actuator displacement
because it gave a closer approximation of what the mockup was actually experiencing. The
MC_T1 sum of tube displacement closest to 2.00 in (50.80 mm) values was first selected.
The R17 restraint was initially modeled as with the X-direction restraint applied to the
bottom transom of Panel 4 to determine the upper limit of the effect that could be created.
Thus, for this initial modeling, all elements were assumed to have linear material properties.
The FEM required a force of 11.19 kip (49.77kN) to cause a 1.92 in (48.77 mm) displacement
to represent the C6.25 deformation and a force of −11.15 kip (−49.60 kN) to cause a 1.91 in
(48.51 mm) displacement to represent the C6.75 deformation. The ratio of the forces and
the ratio of the displacements are the same, so the model possesses the same stiffness in
both directions. The exaggerated deformed shapes of the C6.25 displacement are shown in
Figures 15 and 16. Figure 16 shows that the mullions are being pulled apart at the corners
of glass Panes 1, 2, 4, and 5, and even more so at the corners of glass Panes 2, 3, 5, and 6.

Figure 15. 3D perspective of exaggeratedly deformed SAP2000 FEM with unitized sway boundary
condition (first trial of R17).
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Figure 16. Elevation view of exaggeratedly deformed SAP2000 FEM with unitized sway boundary
condition (first trial of R17).

The load required for the FEM to deform the same amount as the physical mockup
ranges from 201% to 387% (Table 8) of that recorded for the physical mockup. This means
that the restraint at this location is not perfectly rigid. For the second trial, the restraints
along the transom were removed, and link elements were drawn at a spacing of 2 in
(50.80 mm) along the transom with one node of the link connected to the transom and
the other node connected to a specially drawn node. These specially drawn nodes were
not shared with any other elements of the FEM and were restrained in the translation
X-direction. Incorporating the link elements allows for the resistance provided by R17 to be
adjusted. If the links were made infinitely rigid, the mockup would approach the resistance
of trial 1. A similar stiffness would be reached but would never surpass it. For the second
trial, the link elements were defined as a linear link with a stiffness of 3.72 kip (16.55 kN)
divided by 1.92 in (48.77 mm) divided by 19 links = 0.102 k/in. For the third trial, the
stiffness of the springs was reduced by 25% to 0.7 × 0.102 k/in = 0.0765

Table 8. Summary of three trial comparisons supporting R17 with applied restraints.

Trial # Category C6.25 + Load C6.75 − Load

FEM
[kip (kN)]

1 11.19 (49.77) −11.15

2 4.46 (19.84) −4.44 (−19.75)

3 3.70 (16.46) −3.72 (−6.55)

MC_T1
[kip (kN)]

1 3.72 (16.55) −2.46 (−10.94)

2 3.72 (16.55) −2.46 (−10.94)

3 3.72 (16.55) −2.46 (−10.94)

Difference
%

1 201% 353%

2 20% 80%

3 −1% 51%

MB_T1
[kip (kN)]

1 3.38 (15.03) 2.30 (10.23)

2 3.38 (15.03) 2.30 (10.23)

3 3.38 (15.03) 2.30 (10.23)

Difference
%

1 231% 385%

2 32% 93%

3 9% 62%
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The difference between the positive loading cycle and the negative loading cycle of
34% and 47% for MC_T1 and MB_T1, respectively, indicate that non-linear links must be
used in order to reproduce these results. A “Multi-Linear Elastic” link element was selected
for the fourth trial because it allows for non-linear material properties to be considered.
The input for a Multi-Linear Elastic link element is displacement vs. force that will simulate
the behavior before the index clips fail. For the fourth trial, the displacement values were
taken exactly like those of MC_T1; the force value was calculated as the values from MC_T1
divided by 19 links and multiplied by 0.75. The 0.75 factor represents the same 0.75 factor
that was used for the third trial. The ratio of the FEM results to the physical testing differed
for cycles 6.25 and 6.75. This seems appropriate as, during the physical testing, the points
of contact and transfer of compression forces occur at diagonal corners and alternates to
the test cycles. It seemed appropriate to modify the negative force values for Trial 4 by the
0.495 ratio and the positive force values by the 0.616 ratio, since neither cycle 6.25 nor 6.75
caused all of the links to deform in the same direction. The definition of the link element
was simplified to just three values. A few trials and adjustments to the definition were
required to achieve results that were within 2% of the physical testing. The definitions
obtained from the final trial and used for all of the following FEM discussions are presented
in Table 9.

Table 9. SAP2000 FEM input for R17 Multi-Linear Elastic Links Finalized.

Displacement
(in (mm))

Load
(kip (kN))

Stiffness
(k/in (N/mm))

−0.344 (−8.74) −0.158 (−0.703) 0.46 (0.08)

0.000 0.000 N/A

1.250 (31.75) 0.218 (0.970) 0.17 (0.03)

6. FEM Results Compared to Hysteresis Data for Load vs. Displacement

The hysteresis data for Mockup B Test 2 had a pure racking boundary condition
change in stiffness response after Step 13, which is due to the yielding of the SS, and also
after Step 16, due to other behavior changes because of the failure of the SS. Since the FEM
here is based on using linear material properties for the SS, the FEM is only expected to be
accurate prior to the failure of the SS. Figure 17 shows a plot of both the FEM results for
the pure-rack boundary condition and the physical test data of MB_T2. This shows that
the FEM approximates the physical data at small drifts very well. However, the FEM acts
relatively linearly, which means that the influence of the links at R17 is not large enough
to cause the non-linear behavior seen in the test data. It is possible that the R17 applied
restraint should be redefined as a Multi-Linear Plastic Link, and the load case type is
changed from static to multi-step static. Figure 18 shows a plot of both the FEM results for
the rack-with-vertical-slip boundary condition and the physical test data of MC_T2. This
shows that the FEM approximates the physical data of small drifts very well. However, the
FEM acts relatively linearly, which means that the influence of the links at R17 is not large
enough to cause the non-linear behavior seen in the test data.

The SAP2000 FEM results are presented in Table 10 with a comparison to the results
from the physical testing. For MB_T2, the FEM predicted a force 47% and 23% larger than
what was recorded during the physical testing of the mockup at approximately the same
drift ds, respectively, for the positive and negative loading cycles. For MC_T2, the FEM
predicted a force 31% and 59% larger than what was recorded during the physical testing of
the mockup at approximately the same drift ds, respectively, for the positive and negative
loading cycles. Despite such differences, they are acceptable considering that the SAP2000
FEM uses linear material properties for the SS and static loading.
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Figure 17. SAP2000 FEM with pure-rack boundary condition compared to physical test data of
MB_T2 (note that 1 in = 25.4 mm) [based on [44,51]].

Figure 18. SAP2000 FEM with rack-with-vertical-slip boundary condition compared to physical test
data (note that 1 in = 25.4 mm) [based on [44,51]].

Table 10. Summary of FEM and physical testing.

Time Point in Testing
for Comparison

FEM
(kip (kN))

Physical Testing
(kip (kN)) D%

FEM with
R17 Links

Deactivated
(kip (kN))

D%

MB_T2 MC_T2 MB_T2 MC_T2 MB_T2 MC_T2 MB_T2 MC_T2 MB_T2 MC_T2

C6.25 + Load for 1.95
in (49.53 mm) drift

10.27
(45.68)

10.74
(47.68)

7.81
(34.74)

7.28
(32.38) 31% 48% 10.24

(45.55)
10.72

(47.68) −0.3% −0.2%

C6.75 − Load for 1.99
in (50.55 mm) drift

10.48
(46.62)

−10.95
(−48.70)

−6.58
(−26.27)

−8.88
(−39.50) 59% 23% −10.45

(−46.48)
−10.94

(−48.57) −0.3% −0.1%
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The SAP2000 FEM also does not account for drops in stiffness of any of the materials
due to fatigue or failure of the materials. It is noticeable that the FEM predicts the same
value for the positive and negative loading cycles. This then prompted interest in the effect
of the restraint R17, which is supposed to be the primary cause of the FEM to have different
stiffness in the positive and negative direction. The restraint R17 was deactivated, and the
results were very similar, which means that the restraint as defined was not very influential
for the racking boundary condition. This was to be expected because of the existence of the
bolted connections on Panel 4. These connections are much more rigid than the channel
and, thus, should attract most of the force being transferred from the testing facility to the
mockup. This means that the difference in the positive and negative loading cycles of the
physical testing is caused more so by the flexibilities of the testing facility than the effect of
the channel.

7. FEM Movement of Glass Relative to Frame and the Effect of SS Failure on
Mockup Behavior

The movement of glass pane corners was determined relative to the frame by the
deformation of the SS nodes at corner locations in the horizontal and vertical directions,
from which effective shear strain was calculated. Table 11 shows the measured values of the
rotations of glass panes from the FEM of the mockup with the stick-built boundary condi-
tion and applied displacement of 1.99 in (50.55 mm) in the C6.75 direction. These rotations
were very similar to values calculated from a video analysis reported in Memari et al. [49].
Knowing the amount of rotation per applied drift can be useful in developing kinematic
equations for approximating the drifts at which structural sealant fails or glass-to-glass
contact occurs. The FEM was able to make reasonable predictions for the drift at which
glass-to-glass contact occurs. MB_T2 did have glass-to-glass contact; however, this oc-
curred after structural sealant failure and non-linear behavior. Comparison of the FEM
and video analysis from racking tests showed that while the drifts are still in the linear
range of the system, there is good consistency between FEM and testing. However, as
discussed subsequently, when drifts go beyond the elastic limits, there will be significant
discrepancies between such results. This then defines the useful range of the approach to
be within the elastic response.

Table 11. Summary of rotations of the glass determined from FEM of MB_T2_S12_6.75.

Rotation of Glass Panes in Rad for Each Pane Average Rotation of Glass Pane
in Rad of Each Row

P7: −0.00543 P8: −0.00455 P9: −0.00722 Row 3: −0.00573

P4: −0.01263 P5: −0.01210 P6: −0.01250 Row 2: −0.01241

P1: −0.00475 P2: −0.00362 P3: −0.00313 Row 1: −0.00383

A technique was used to measure the movement of the glass corners relative to the
mullions and transoms, which is the same as the deformation of the structural sealant. The
FEM calculated the displacement of nodes, which directly correlated to the longitudinal
shear (∆r) and transverse shear (∆s) of the structural sealant. These values were used
to calculate the effective shear (∆t) based on two methods. The first method is a linear
relationship of longitudinal shear plus transverse shear, Equation (5). The second method
is a quadratic relationship of the square root of the sum of longitudinal shear squared plus
transverse shear squared, Equation (6).

∆t = |∆r|+ |∆s| (5)

∆t =
√

∆2
r + ∆2

s (6)
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The displacements of the nodes were recorded from the FEM analysis and used to
determine the horizontal and vertical deformation components of the structural sealant at
glass pane corners. Then, the effective shear strain was calculated by two methods. These
results are presented in Table 12. The calculated effective shear stains from a video analysis
presented in Memari et al. [49] are shown in Table 13 for comparison. These values from
the FEM (Table 11) are very consistent for each of the six locations.

Table 12. Movement of glass corners relative to frame, determined from FEM of MB_T2_S12_6.75 [44,45].

Pane # Measurement
Point on Pane

Horizontal Displacement
[in/mm]

Vertical Displacement
[in/mm]

Method 1 Linear
Strain [%]

Method 2 SQRT
Strain [%]

P5 Top Left 0.29 (7.37) −0.29 (−7.37) 185% 131%

P5 Top Right 0.29 (7.37) 0.29 (7.37) 185% 131%

P6 Top Left 0.29 (7.37) −0.30 (−7.62) 188% 133%

P5 Bottom Left −0.28 (−7.11) −0.29 (−7.37) 181% 128%

P5 Bottom Right −0.28 (−7.11) 0.29 (7.37) 181% 128%

P6 Bottom Left −0.27 (−6.86) −0.27 (−6.86) 175% 124%

Table 13. Movement of glass corners relative to frame of MB_T2_S12_6.75 [44,45].

Pane # Measurement
Point on Pane

Horizontal Displacement
[in (mm)]

Vertical Displacement
[in (mm)]

Method 1 Linear
Strain [%]

Method 2 SQRT
Strain [%]

P5 Top Left 0.11 (2.79) −0.30 (−7.62) 133% 104%

P5 Top Right 0.10 (2.54) 0.21 (5.33) 100% 75%

P6 Top Left 0.02 (0.51) −0.14 (−3.55) 52% 45%

P5 Bottom Left −0.05 (−1.27) −0.22 (−5.59) 87% 73%

P5 Bottom Right −0.11 (−2.79) 0.14 (−3.56) 82% 59%

P6 Bottom Left −0.20 (−5.08) −0.12 (−3.05) 103% 74%

Figures 19 and 20 show three similar FEMs, which display how the aluminum frame
deforms and how glass Pane 5 translates and rotates. The three models are shown for com-
parison of how the behavior changes as the SS progresses and propagates. Figures 19a and 20a
include link elements around its entire perimeter to model the SS. This discussion is equally
true if the SS were to be modeled with area element-type shell-thickness. The observations
previously noted suggest that during Step 21, the SS failed along the top edge, but not the
bottom edge. Figures 19b and 20b show the deformed shape of the same model, except
the link elements representing the SS were removed along the top edge. This removal of
the link elements is to represent that the SS in that area no longer provides any resistance.
Figures 19c and 20c show the model once again, but with almost the entire top half of the
SS elements removed. As the region of the failed SS propagates down the sides of the glass
pane, the remaining SS then only serves to hold the self-weight of the glass pane and not
resist the seismic forces. The glass would then rotate freely and translate relatively freely to
accommodate the SS, so it may have minimal stress levels.
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Figure 19. Exaggerated deflected shape of aluminum frame with respect to glass Pane 5. (a) SS
modeled all around the perimeter; (b) SS removed along top edge; (c) SS removed halfway down
the sides.

Figure 20. Close up of the bottom left corner of each model shown in previous figure. (a) SS modeled; (b) SS removed; (c)
SS removed halfway.

8. Discussion of the Results

As the structural silicone (SS) damage to MC_T2 was much less than that of MB_T2,
comparisons between the load vs. displacement hysteresis loop data and the FEM were
not limited to Steps 1 through 12 like they were for MB_T2. During Step 12, results
show displacements of 2.07 in (52.6 mm) for C6.25 and −2.02 in (−51.3 mm) for C6.75 for
MC_T2. When comparing the plot of the FEM (Figure 17) against the pure-rack boundary
condition (Figure 17), there were almost identical behaviors. This indicates that releasing
the constrained Z-direction DOF at R1 through R8 and the X-direction DOF at R6 through
R8 had very little influence on the model. The physical data similarly showed very little in
the positive direction and a slight offset in the negative direction (Figure 21). The cause
of this difference between MB_T2 and MC_T2 could likely be due to the compression
and tension interaction and/or plastic deformation of the index clips at the re-entrant
corner. Another possible cause could be the plastic deformation of the channel at the
re-entrant corner. It is therefore recommended that future FEM studies on these elements
be systematically modeled as Multi-Linear Plastic links using trial values for the material
properties, and the load case type is changed from static to multi-step static.

The FEM was relatively symmetric and was not significantly influenced by the per-
pendicular panel or the channel. However, the values from physical testing showed some
significant variances among the six locations. The average differences of 349% for the hori-
zontal direction and 66% for the vertical direction of the FEM resulting from the physical
tests were quite large. The majority of this variance is most likely caused by the FEM’s lack
of non-linear representation of the plastic deformation of the frame and channel at higher
drifts or due to the failure of the structural sealant before a shear strain of 200%, possibly
because of workmanship. Another possible source for the variance between the FEM and
the physical result is that the behavior of structural sealant was verified based on a 2 in
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long coupon test rather than a significantly longer strip of structural sealant, which might
better represent the structural sealant along a single edge of a glass pane.

Figure 21. Comparison of physical test data of MB_T2 and MC_T2 with the FEM results (note that
1 in = 25.4 mm).

Throughout the study, parametric modeling was done to determine the parameters
that would have the largest influence on specific results. Table 14 summarizes the variances
discussed in previous sections, such as Model A compared to Model B, the effect of the
restraints used, etc. The variation shown is for changing the SS modulus of elasticity from
358 psi (2468 KPA) [baseline iteration] to 486 psi (3350 KPa) [upper bound iteration]. The
most common result presented in Table 14 is the load required to displace the mockup at a
specific drift. This is useful to make a general statement/comparison to the stiffness of the
entire mockup.

Table 14. SAP2000 FEM: Influence of changing parameters on measured results [based on 44].

Parameter
Parametric
Iterations

∆% of
Parameter

Value
Measured Result

Parametric Result ∆% of
Result Ratio Other

Information
Baseline Upper Baseline Upper

E of SS
(Psi (kPa)) 358 (2468) 486

(3350) 26%

Static load (kip [kN])
applied across the top
restraints causing 3in

displacement

13.6
(60.5)

17.4
(77.4) 22% 0.83

3 panels of
Mockup B: glass

as diaph 1.0:
racking; DOF’s
of UX, UZ, RY

E of SS
(Psi (kPa)) 358 (2468) 486

(3350) 26%

Horizontal
displacement (in

[mm]) of the top-right
corner of glass pane 5
relative to the mullion

0.329
(8.35)

0.318
(8.08) −4% −0.13

3 panels of
Mockup B: glass

as diaph 1.0:
racking; DOF’s
of UX, UZ, RY

E of SS
(Psi (kPa)) 358 (2468) 486

(3350) 26%

Vertical displacement
(in [mm]) of the

top-right corner of
glass pane 5 relative

to the mullion

0.468
(11.89)

0.451
(11.45) −4% −0.14

3 panels of
Mockup B: glass

as diaph 1.0:
racking; DOF’s
of UX, UZ, RY

Transoms Model B
(double)

Model A
(Single) -

C6.75 Load for
displacement of

1.99 in

−16.51
(−73.44)

−16.6
(−74.11) 0.36% - -

Effect of
R17

As defined
by trial 5

No Stiffness
at all -

C6.75 Load for
displacement of

1.99 in

−16.66
(−74.11)

−16.7
(−74.28) −0.02% - -
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The current FEM with the static load case takes about one to three minutes to run per
load case. A multi-step static analysis is expected to take about the same amount of time to
run, except at least three or four steps should be analyzed for each load case. These steps
could represent cycles 6.25, 6.75, 7.25, and 7.75 for the desired AAMA step. The definition
of the time history could represent a portion of an individual AAMA racking step, an entire
individual AAMA racking step, or a continuous run through all 24 AAMA racking steps.
A portion of an AAMA step, such as the two constant amplitude cycles, should be sufficient,
and the analysis would be faster than using an entire step and especially faster than using
all 24 steps. The time history analysis (THA) is expected to take much longer than the
multi-step static analysis for the same amount of cycles (two cycles is recommended). The
analysis time will depend mostly on the number of steps that are to be calculated per load
case and the time interval used to define the sinusoidal time history applied displacement.
The time history analysis is expected to give a more accurate result, because it can model
the displacement as a sinusoidal wave. The calculated applied load from the THA divided
by a dynamic amplification factor should be similar to the calculated applied load from the
multi-step static.

9. Conclusions

This paper highlighted a preliminary study of an FEM 4SSG glazing curtain wall
system modeling. The focus of this paper was on the selection of element types and the
various material and element inputs to illustrate how the FEM of such a system could
be developed. This was discussed in detail through a case study application. The model
was composed of transoms and mullions as frame elements, SS as area element-type shell-
thick glass as either an area element-type shell-thick or as sets of diaphragm constraints
applied to the nodes of the SS that are shared with the glass. The SS was modeled as a
shell-thick element.

The stiffness recorded from the physical testing at lower steps was similar to the FEM
results. At higher steps, the physical mockup showed non-linear behavior. The FEM did
not effectively incorporate plastic deformation of the aluminum frame or the steel channel
of the lower sliding tube to achieve this non-linear behavior and can be considered a linear
approximation of the actual non-linear response. The movement of the glass pane corners
relative to the aluminum frame corners differed considerably between the FEM and the
physical mockup. The results of this study show that:

• The overall stiffness of a curtain wall system can effectively be approximated using
linear elements.

• The FEM is not significantly influenced by the perpendicular panel or the channel.
• The structural silicone can be modeled with area element type shell-thickness, which

gives a good correlation with experimental testing.
• The FEM was able to make reasonable predictions for the drift at which glass-to-glass

contact occurs without the need for non-linear modeling.

It is recommended that future studies further develop FEM to incorporate plastic
deformation of the mockup and the channel of the lower sliding tube of the test facility.
This can be accomplished by modeling the channel (R17) as multi-linear plastic links and
changing the load case type from static to either multi-step static or using a time history
load. Both the multi-step static load and time history analysis should be displacement-
controlled rather than applied load-controlled. Additionally, the glazing modeling should
be further studied parametrically by considering glass as a diaphragm constraint and as a
shell-thick element. Both models would require the nodes of the SS shared with the glass
to be co-planar. Lastly, there should be an FEM that is accurate beyond the failure of the SS
so that one can evaluate the remaining limit state of glass-to-glass contact. Once developed,
this FEM may be useful for designing a glazing curtain wall system to be able to handle a
particular amount of drift without SS failure, and also at a higher drift amount to prevent
glass-to-glass contact, while at this state, some SS failure may have occurred.
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